
Year 8 Citizenship- Term 3 
You and your responsibilities – beliefs, customs and festivals 

In this unit pupils will consider how democracy, justice, diversity, toleration, respect and freedom are valued by people with different beliefs, backgrounds and 

traditions within a changing democratic society. 

Completion time: 6 weeks. 

Objectives Teaching activities Expected outcomes Resources 

Pupils should: -Read: ‘What do you believe?’ (page 14) Discuss what influences Pupils should be able to: Your life 1 

� Understand that Britain students beliefs? Their family? Neighbours? People who share � Appreciate that in our  

is a diverse society their religion? School friends and teachers? Authors whose 
books they read? People they admire? Things they hear on TV 
or the radio? Things to read in the newspapers and magazines? 

-Talk about the communities students belong to and how their 

views and beliefs are influenced by people in those communities 

and media. 

communities there are 

similarities as well as 

differences between 

people of different, 

race, culture, ability or 

disability, gender, age 

or sexual orientation. 

 

Pupils should: -Ask students to study the list of statements under ‘I believe’ (page 
  

� Understand that it is 

important to respect the 

wide variety of beliefs 

and customs which are 

a part of life in Britain. 

14), to record their scores and to compare them in groups. 

- Hold a discussion on the listed beliefs and explain that people 

who belong to certain religions hold a number of the listed 

beliefs. Conclude the discussion by stressing that in a diverse 

society people hold a wide range of different beliefs. 

  

 
-Explain that dress customs may be based on beliefs. Read the Pupils should be able to: 

 

 story ‘Rachel and Yasmeen’ (page 15) and discuss why 

Yasmeen is allowed to dress differently and why it is important 

that she is allowed to do so. 

� Demonstrate an 

empathy to learn about 
people different from 

themselves. 

 

 -Write ‘prejudice’ and ‘discrimination’ on the board.   
 Discuss/Explain the two terms.   

 -Read ‘Freedom from discrimination’ (page 15). Discuss Mr   

 Sagar’s story and re-emphasise the importance of 

respecting different customs and beliefs. 
  



Pupils should: 

-Ask the students to write a paragraph to explain why it 

is important to respect other people’s beliefs. 

-Introduce the topic of food customs with a short paragraph on Pupils should be able to: 

 

� Understand how food vegetarianism. Discuss how being a vegetarian and refusing to eat � Explore the diverse  

customs can be based 

on religious beliefs 

meat is often based on the belief that it is wrong for humans to 
eat animals. 

national, regional, 
ethnic and religious 
cultures, groups and 

 

 -In pairs, as the students to read ‘Jewish food laws’ (page 16) and communities in the UK  
 ‘Salim comes to tea’. Ask the group to discuss the questions and and the connections  

 report their views in a class discussion. between them.  

 
-Read the paragraph on ‘Easter’ (page 17). Ask students if they 

know of any other Christian festivals? 

  

Pupils should: -Read the paragraph on ‘Janmashtami’ (page 17) and ask students 
  

� Research festivals to research a religious festival to prepare a fact sheet on it for a   
based on religious 
beliefs. 

class ‘A-Z of festivals’.   

 -Class discussion on Copymaster 3. Ask students what they 
have learnt about Obon. 

  

SMSC Audit: The above unit should help pupils: 

� appreciate the importance of equality before the law 

� cherish the individual liberty afforded to citizens of these islands 

� understand the importance of identifying with different people and their cultures 

� understand the importance of developing a sense of community and togetherness 

� learn to be committed to personal and social responsibilities 

� be aware of significant personalities, events and turning points in our history 

� be conversant with examples of British culture 

� develop respect for other people beyond their own culture and faith 

� understand that mutual respect and tolerance is at the heart of our values 

� learn that their behaviour has an effect on their own rights and those of others 

� understand that their personal values may differ to others but other values, beliefs and opinions must still be respected 

� understand the importance of supporting the principle freedom of expression 

� be committed to personal and social responsibilities 
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